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Vorwort

l
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Towards the Theory-Guided Design of Hetp Systems for Programming and

Modelling Tasks

Claus Möbus, Knut Pitschke, Olaf Schröder l

University of Oldenburg, DepL of Computational Science, Unit on Tutoring and trarning Systems,

Oldenburg, Germany

Claus. Moebus @ arbi. informatik.uni-oldenburg. de

Abstract
This paper describes an approach to the design of online help for programming tasks and modelling

tasks, based on a theoretical framework of problem solving and learning. The framework leads to

several design principles which are important to the problem of when and how to supply help

information to a learner who is constructing a solution to a given problem. We will describe trvo

ex4mple domai.ns wlere we apply these desigA prilgiples:_The ABSY$I prgblem golving monitog

supports learners with help and proposals for functional programming. The PETRI FßLP system

currently under development is intended to support the learning of modelling with Petri nets-

fntroduction
It has been well recognized that in order to develop intelligent help systems which adapt to the

learner's current knowledge state, a detailed psychological theoretical framework of knowledge

representation and acquisition is necessary which incorporates problem solving and learning. It
should be detailed enough to support specific design decisions and to allow specific predictions. At

the same time it should be general enough to be applicable to different domains.

We are working on such a frameworh ISPDL Theory (impasse - success - problem solving - driven

/earning). It is an attempt to integrats the theoretical concepts of impasse-driven learning @rown &

van [rhn, 1980; Laird, Rosenbloom & Newell, 1986; 1987; van Lehn, 1988; 1990), success driven

learning (Anderson, 1983; 1986; 1989; Lewis, 1987; Wolfl 1987), and problem solving phases or

action phases (Gollwitzer, 1990; Heckhausen, 1989). One purpose of ISPDL Theory is to obtain a

set of design criteria for intelligent help systems which support problem solvers while planning and

constructing solutions to problems.In order to make these design criteria as domain independent as

possible, we apply them to two different domains: The ABSYNT problem solving monitor delivers

help for learners constructing functional progrirms. The PETRI HELP system is designed to support

Peri net planners. In this paper we will describe ISPDL Theory, the design principles following

from it, and how they are or will be realized in ABSYNT and in PETRI HELP.

The ISPDL Theory: Problem Solving, Acquisition and Improvement of Knowledge

The ISPDL Theory (Möbus, Schröder & Thole, 1991) is intended to describe the stream of actions

and cognitive processes occuning in problem solving situations- ISPDL Theory has three aspects:

. The distinction of different problem solving phases (Gollwitzer, 1990). In the deliberate phase the

problem solver considers several goals and finally chooses one. In the plan phase the problem solver

develops a solution plan in order to obtain the goal. Subgoals are created and sequenced. The
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solution plan might also be accomplished by analogical reasoning. Then the plan is executed.Finally
the problem solver evaluntes the obtained result-

'The impasse driven acquisition of new Imowledge.In response to an impasse, the problem solver
applies weak heuristics, like asking questions and looking for help (van Lehn, lggg; 1990; l99l).
Thus the learner obtains new information. As a result of this, the learner may overcome the impasse
and acquire new knowledge- Thus impasses trigger the acquisition of knowledge. But the new
information may cause a secondary problem (Brown & van [rhn, lgg0; Ernst & Newell, 1969).
'The success driven improvement of existing knowledge. Successfully used knowledge is
improved so it can be used more effectively. By rule composition (Anderson, 19g6; Lewis, l9g7;
Neves & Anderson' 1981; vere, rg77) the number of control decisions and subgoals to be set is
reduced.

Principles for Help Design Based on ISpDL Theory
The ISPDL Theory modvates the following design principles for providing help to the learner:
1' The help system should not inüemrpt the learner (see also Winkels & Breuker, 1990) bat offer
information' because according to the theory, information is only helpful at impasse time (van lrhn,
1988)' So information is only to be supplied on request by the learner. This principle is somewhat
opposed to the principle of immediate feedback (Anderson, l9ll;Anderson, conrad & corbett,
1989)' But it is implied by the theory, and we think that it is important to ler the learner develop her
/his own solution ideas even if they seem strange from an expert point of view.
2' The learner must have the opportunity to obtain detailedfeed,back and information at every time
during problem solving- Thus the system must offer support in each problem solving phase,
because different impasses are possible at each point in problem solving.
3' Impasses may arise at dffirent levels,so help information should be provided accordingly. It
should support the problem solving phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation.
4' The learner should be enabled to make use of her/his pre-ronwled,ge when asking for help as
much as possible, so the information provided as help does not suggest different solution plans and
thus causes secondary impasses. Rather, the help information should accept the learner,s solution
plan and provide the learner with the requested information as precisely as possible.
5' The provided information should be tailored ta the actual lonwledge state of the learner.lf the
information presupposes too much pre-knowledge, the learner will encounter a secondary impasse.
This might lead to self explanation (chi er al., 1989; van Lehn, Jones & chi, rgörl of ,n.
information obtained, but also to non-understanding and to negative emotions. If the information
prcsupposes too little pre-knowledge, then the learner will get bored by things already known.
So whether information is helpful depends on the actual knowledge state of the learner . A state
model is necessary which has to represent online the actual hypothetical domain knowledge state of
the learner' Its two main functions are to control the analysis of solution proposals of the learner,
and to determine which help information to choose in case of several possibilities.
6'The processes of knowledge acquisition and modification, the application of weak heuristics and
control processes should also be modelled. Such aprocess model is an extension of the state model
and mäy make use of additional data, like verbalizations. one of the functions of the process model
is to support the development of the state model
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7' It is necessary that the learner k free in the choice and sequencing of her/his interactioirswith thesystem' This is necessary to construct the state model. It changes continuously by impasse drivenknowledge acquisition and success driven knowledge improvemenl The more restricted the range oftJrc user's actions is' the less information can be obtained for infering cognitive states and processes.

These seven design principles and the ISPDL Theory were developed in the context of ABSyNT, avisual language and a problem solving monitor with a help system for functional programming. westarted to apply them to the design of pETRI HELP as a second domain- 
r--Er--.r'''''6' vv

ABSYNT
ABSYNT ("Abstract Syntax Trees", Möbus, l99r; Möbus & Thole, l9g9; 1990; Möbus &schröder' 1990) was developed from ideas stated in a compuüer science textbook (Bauer & Goos,1982)' It consists of a functional, visual programming language (comparabre to pure LISp withoutthe data list structure) and a Problem Solving Monitor which is aimed at supporting programmingnovices with help and proposals (Sleeman & Hendley, l9g2; Kearsley, lggg) while they areacquiring functional programming concepts uo ,o ,".u*on. ABSyNT *^ a".igned to encourageexplorative but help-guided learning. The ABSYNT sysrem consists of four main parts (Janke &Kohnerr, 1989; Möbus & Thole, 19g9; 1990; Möbus & schröder, 1990):
' A visual editor for constructing programs. ABSYNT programs consist of trees built fromconnected primitive and serf-defined operator nodes, parameters, and constants.
' Avisual trace whichmakes each computational srep of the ABSYIVT;;;;r visible.
' A diagnosis-' hypothesis- and help environment where the learner ,o";,;;; tne nypottresis thather/his solution proposal (or part of that proposal) to a given ororrr,orr"**u is correct. Thesystem then analyzes the part of the solution proposal chosen by the student as a hypothesis. As theresult' the system gives help and error feedback on the language level bysynthesizing completesolutions for the given programming tasks, starting from the student hypothesis. If the hypothesis isembeddable in a complete solution' the learner may ask for completion proposals- Figure I shows awrong solution proposal to the "even" task (upper window), u rrypott.ris (bold parts of upperwindow)' feedback that this hypothesis is embeddable (tiny parts of lower window) *r*rn 

";;;,solution' and a completion proposal generated by the system (bold parts of lower window).A set of diagnostic rules defining a goals-means-relation (an AND-oR-graph with parametri.zednodes' Möbus & Thole' 1990) analyzes and synthesizes solution proposals. The rules recognizeincomplete proposals and generate comprete solutions to the programming tasks.
we are also working on program construction and help generation on the planning level.Thelearnerwill be able to construct goal trees using goal nodes which are derived f;". ;;;;;;"'ä_
means-relation' Each goal node will be equipped with a predicative description. our intention is thatthe learner is able to trest hypotheses and receive error and completion feedback on this goal level in asimilar way as on the language level, as described above.

'Alearner model ("state model", Möbus, schröder & Thole, 1gg1) which controls knowledgediagnosis and help generation' The leamer model represents the actual hypotheticar state of domainknowledge of the learner' It is continuously updated based on the learner's programming actions andthe times betrveen different programming srcps.
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Figure 1: A hypothesis and a completion proposal in the ABSYNT environment

How are the seven design principles stated above incorporated into ABSYNT?
. Concerning design principle 1: The system does not intemrpt the learner but offers help, The

learner is free to state hypotheses and ask for help at any time.

. Concerning design principle Z;The sysGm allows deniled support atimpasse time by enabling the

learner to test hypotheses and obtain completion proposals.

. Concerning design principle 3: The sysüem allows resp. will allow program construction at the

plaming level (working with goal nodes) and at the language level (working with operator nodes,

parameters, and constants). Additionally, the system provides help at the larguage level (hypothesis

testing, obtaining completion proposals) and will provide similar information ztthe planning level;

The hypothesis testing approach is a powerful means for evalua.tinp one's solution proposal. Thus

the three problem solving phases of planning, executing, and evaluating are systematically supported

in ABSYNT.
. Concerning design principle 4: By stating hypotheses, the learner is enabled to mqke use of hetr/his

pre-l<nöwledge.The leamer, not the system selects the parts of.the solution proposal to be retained if
conections are necessary
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'Conceming design principle 5: The help information is nilored to the acrual totowledge state of the
learner, because help generation is based on the state model which continuously changes dependent
on the learnert programming actions and latency times. In accordance with ISPDL Theory, the state
model contains knowledge acquired by heuristics (which are not themselves parf of the state modet)
and knowle dge optimize d by composition.

' Concerning design principle 6: There is also a process modelcontainig hypothetical processes of
knowledge acquisition and modification, impasses, and subsequent problem solving heuristics.

' Concerning design principle 7: Positioning, naming, moving, deleting, connecting and
unconnecting nodes ate distinct andfreely anangeable actions in the visual ABSYNT editor.

PETRI.HELP
In the PETRI-HELP-project, a system is developed for supporting problem solvers in the domain of
modelling with condition-event Petri nets. Like in ABSYNT, rhe system is intended to provide user-
centered help sensitive to the actual knowledge state of the user- Although the goal of this project is
related to ABSYNT'S, there are differences due to the special demands of the petri net domain:

. specification of the tasks the user is supposed to solve

. the kind of analysis of the learner's solution proposals

'creation of design rules on which the help information is based

'Specification of tasks.In ABSYNT, the programming tasks known by our system are easy to
express as tasks for the learner. But for Petri nets the task specification is more complicated. Thus a
more precise task specihcation is necessary, but in the domain of Petri nets it is not usual to present
a formal specification of the problem to be solved. An exception is e.g. Josko (1990) who used
temporal-logic formulae to verify the correctness of Petri nets which are used to specify the
semantics of AADl-programs. We developed task descriptions which are sets of temporal-logic
formulae. The advantage of temporal logic task specihcations is that they enable the verification of
learners'Petri net proposals ba model checking. We developed temporal logic specifications for 15
tasks partially ordered according to five learning objectives: Petri nets for implications with a) atomic
formulae, b) conjunctions, c) same formulae, d) disjunctions in premise and conclusion, and e) with
additional constraints. Figure 2 shows the 15 task names partially ordered by the learning objectives.
Figure 3 shows the temporal logic specification and a solution proposal for one task, "restaurant,,.
In empirical studies, our subjects did not have serious difficulties with the temporal logic task
descriptions.

' Annlyzing the learners' solution proposals. As indicated, we developed a simple model-checker for
the diagnosis of user's solutions in PETRI-HELP. The diagnosis is based on the case-graph of the
Petri nel In that graph, the temporal-logic formulae of the specification are verified. Thus it is
possible to detect the set of formulae which is fulfilled by a user-created (sub-)net. The model
checker may be used on every user-created (sub-) net. For this (sub-) net the case graph is
computed. The alternate paths in this graph describe the different orders of firing transitions in the
net. Figure 4 shows a part of the case graph for the net in Figure 3. The names of the places in the
net must correspond to the atoms in the temporal-logic formulae. The user has to specify an initial
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Figure 2: Tasks partially orddred by learning objectives

Ws : Waiter is sleeping
Wro : Waiter is ready to accept an order
wrs : waiter is ready to serve
K : Kitchen got the order
P: Preparation
R: Meal is ready

[] (-(Ws Ä Wro))
[ (-(Ws AWrs))
[ (-(Wro A Wrs))
0 (Ws v Wro v Wrs)
0 (Wro -+ 0 (Ws 

^ 
K))

ü(K+0P)
U(P-+ 0R)
tl (R^Ws+0Wrs)
[(R^Wro+0Wrs)
[ (Wrs -+ 0 Ws)
[ (VVs -+ 0 Wro)

Wrs

Figure 3: Specification and solution to the task "restaurant"
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Figure 4: A part olthe case graph for the solution of Figure 3

situation in the net, i.e., an initial set of tokens spread over the places. This situation colresponds to

the initial state of the case graph, where the interpretation of the logical formulae startS.

If the formula contains no temporal-togic operator (O = nexttime, 0 = eventually, [] = always), it is a

propositional-logic formula and will be evaluated inside the current node of the case-graph:

A conjunction of atoms is true iff every atom is represented in this state of the case-graph (these

places contain tokens). A disjunction is true iff the corresponding place of at least one of the atoms

contains a token. Implications A -> B are decomposed into not A or B.

If the formula has the shape O F (where O means nexttime, F is a formula), the F must hold in every

immediate successor of the current state in the case-graph.

0 F is tnre (eventually F) iff in every path leaving the current node F will be true at least in one node.

I F (always D holds iff F holds in every state on every path leaving the current state.

The formulae are interpreted recursively 
9n 

the case graph.

. Design rules, help information gu*O on the model checker and on empiricat studies with Petri net

modellers, we developed three kinds of design rules which may be used to support learners. These

design rules may be created automatically by the system in response to the learners's actions:

- Design rules proposing augmentations n the existing net such that a superset of the currently

fulfilled forrnulae is fulfilled.

- Design rules proposing a wholenef fulfilling a superset of the currently fulfilled formulae.

- Buil.ding bbcks which relate formulae to net parts. They have been identifred in empirical

studies with 14 subjects working in single-subject sessions. The subjects were asked to relate

sets of formulae to parts of their solution proposal while constnrcting Petri nets for our tasks.

Design rules may help the learner in two ways:

$*



If the learner chooses a design rule then her solution proposal will be completed by the system

according the the nrle. 0n case of Building blocks, the number of formulae fulfilled may be

reduced because of the nonmonotonic property of Petri nets with rcspect to the formulae.

Thus, additional model checking is necessary.)

The learner may let the system check the solution proposal (or part of it) by stating

hypotheses.

proposals.

The system then may list the formulae cumently satisfied and deliver completion

This outline of the to-be-developed system will be augmented in three ways:

- A learner nndzl representing the actual knowledge state of the learner will control which

design rules and completion proposals will actually be offered to the learner.

- A fourth kind of design nrles is under investigation which will also incoqpar.ate a "goal level".

The learner wil be enabled to plm aspects such as "parallelism", "mutual exclusion" etc. 
,

- The design rules will not be built into the system but learned, based on users'actions.

:.
How are the seven design principles stitecl above incorporated into PETRI-IIELP?

. Concörning design principle 1: Like ABSLNT, PETRI HELP is intended tn ofer help. 
'

. Concerning design principles 2 and3: Detailedfeedback conceming plawing, implementatbn,and

evaluation of net proposals will be provided by the model checking of the specihcation formulae

after every construction step of the learner. Again, different levels of help will be possible:

The set of formulae that hold in the current subnet (by making use of the model checker)

Design rules suggesting augmentations or revisions to the cunent subnet

Building blocks suggesting augmentations (to be verified by model checking)

Planning rules suggesting intermediate concepts.

. Concerning design principle 4: The selection of design rules, hypothesis testing, and receiving

proposals of possible completions arc to be under control of the learner.
. Concerning design principle 5: The design rules representing the domain-knowledge are to be

leamed during every user's problem-solving. Thus a state nwdcl will be constructed.

. Concerning design principle 6: The state model will be extended by a process model.It contains

information about the evolution of knowledge structures as stated by the state model.

. Concerning design principle 7: There is free choice of net editing actions by the user. The learner

may let the system create places, arcs, and transitions by choosing among design rules and building

blocks. Alternatively, she may prefer to perform these primitive editing actions by herself.

Conclusions
The following table marizes the design principles following from ISPDL Theory, and the

features of the design

summary, we think that

help systems.

of ABSYNT

ISPDLTheoT

and PETRI HELP corresponding to these priirciples. In

is a promising approach to the theoretically guided design of
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ISPDL Design Principles ABSYNT PETRI HELP

1. "Do not intemlpt the
learner - offer help"

2. "Provide detailed
information the whole time
on demand"

3. "Provide information for
planning, implementation, and
evaluation"

4."lntthe learner use her/
his pre-knowledge"

5. "Tailor information to the
knowledge state of the learner"

lramercan always
get help

Hypothesis feedback and
completion

Editing, hypothesis testing, and
completion proposals on the
goal level and implementation
level. Hypotheses as means of
evaluation

Stating hypotheses

State model controlling
complcions to hypotheses

Learnercan always
get help

Hypottresis feedback and
completion I

Model checking
Design rules, building blocks

Editing with design rules,
building blocks, and plan-
ning rules. Hypotheses and
model checking as means of
evaluation

Stating hypotheses
Selecting design rules

State model controlling
completions (constnrcted

'" by learning'rules) and the '
actual set of design rules
offerend to the learner

Process model: Impasses,
heuristics, knowledge
acquisition processes 

.

Free arranggment of positi-
onmg, namtng, movlng,
deleting, connecting,
unconnecting places and
transitions

6. 'Back the state model
by a process model"

7. 'Provide freedom in the
learner's actions"

Process model: Impasses,
heuristics, knowledge
acquisition processes

Free arrangement of positi-
oning, naming, moving,
deleting, connecting,
unconnecting nodes
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